Abstract. This paper presents GARSS, a new algorithm for rule subset selection based on genetic algorithms, which uses the area under the ROC curve -AUCas fitness function. GARSS is a post-processing method that can be applied to any rule learning algorithm. In this work, GARSS is analysed in the context of associative classification, where an association rule algorithm generates a set rules to be used as a classifier. An experimental evaluation was performed in order to analyse the behaviour of the proposed method. Results are compared with ROCCER, a recently proposed algorithm for rule subset selection based on ROC analysis.
Introduction
Learning rules from data is a relevant task in Knowledge Discovery from Databases -KDD. Rules have several properties that make them appropriate for KDD. One of the most important properties is that rules can be easily comprehended or interpreted by non-experts. However, there are situations that might lead to the induction of excessively large and complex rule sets. For instance, large rule sets may occur when rule learning algorithms are directly applied to large data sets. Another example is the generation of association rules that frequently produces large rule sets.
Several techniques have been proposed in order to overcome this problem. A very direct approach to reduce the number of rules is to postprocess the rule set, selecting a subset of the induced rules, a method known as rule subset selection. Rule subsets can be constructed aiming to maximize several important rule set quality criteria, such as comprehensibility, interestingness, and classification performance.
This work presents a new approach to rule subset selection based on genetic algorithms -GAs, namely Genetic Algorithm for Rule Subset Selection -GARSS. This approach differs from previous ones by searching for a rule subset that maximizes the area under the ROC curve -AUC, a classification performance metric that has several advantages over accuracy and error rate. In order to analyze the performance of GARSS, we carried out an experimental evaluation and the obtained results are compared with a recently proposed algorithm, ROCCER [1] , which looks for a rule subset that creates a convex hull in the ROC space.
Our experiments are performed using an associative classifier, i.e., a classifier generated by an associative rule learning algorithm. An associative classifier is composed by all rules where the consequent is the class-attribute, known as class association rules -CARs. Usually, an associative classifier is composed by a large rule set. The number of rules frequently outnumbers the number of examples, implying serious restrictions for knowledge deployment. GARSS objective is to considerably reduce the number of rules of these classifiers, and still be able to achieve similar classification performance in terms of AUC.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews a body of related work. Section 3 briefly describes ROC analysis in general, and the area under the ROC curve in particular, as a way to evaluate classifiers. Section 4 describes GARSS and ROCCER, the two rule subset selection algorithms which use ROC based methods to search for the best rule subset. Section 5 discusses our experimental results comparing the proposed methods with C4.5 [2] and the classifier composed by all class association rules. Finally, Section 6 presents our concluding remarks and directions for future work.
Related Work
In general, rule learning algorithms perform a greedy search for a set of rules that predicts a data sample. In a general way, these algorithms can be divided into two large families: separate-and-conquer such as CN2 [3] and Ripper [4] , and divide-and-conquer such as C4.5 [2] and CART [5] . Greedy search imposes a limitation in algorithms of both families: if a bad rule has been introduced into the rule set, there is no chance of finding a better rule [6] .
On the other hand, association rule algorithms perform a global search to find all rules that satisfy some constraints such as minimum support and confidence. Although association rule algorithms are primarily used for describing data, i.e., they belong to the non supervised learning approach, it is still possible to use association rule algorithms for prediction, as proposed in [7] , known as associative classification. In other words, associative classification consists of set of rules found by an association rule algorithms using only one consequent, the class attribute.
Some research papers have shown that associative classifiers are competitive with classifiers induced by separate-and-conquer and divide-and-conquer algorithms [8] . However, the number of association rules generated can easily surpass the human capacity. Thus, the use of these sorts of algorithms in KDD requires a technique for selecting the most promising rules.
In this way, some extensions have been proposed to the original association rule Apriori algorithm [9] in order to create more comprehensible association rule classifiers. One of them is the Classification Based on Association -CBA -algorithm [7] which first evaluates the association rules to decide which ones will be included in the associative classifier. This evaluation is based on rules' confidence and support information. Another extension was implemented in the Classification Based on Multiple Association Rule -CMAR -algorithm [10] , which uses a 3-stage pruning strategy. Rules are pruned based on their support and confidence, as well as the correlation with other rules and number of covered training examples. A similar idea has been explored in the AprioriC and AprioriSD algorithms [11, 12] , where a filtering step is used to remove some of the redundant rules. However, AprioriC still tends to build large rule sets and AprioriSD has been developed mainly for subgroup discovery. Other extensions were implemented, such as the Classification Based on Predictive Association Rule -CPAR -algorithm [8] , which uses a greedy search to generate a reduced number of rules, and a method proposed in [13] to select rules based on their misclassification cost instead of error rate.
Our proposed method differs from the aforementioned research work by using AUC as a major metric to select rules and using a search based on genetic algorithms. AUC and ROC curves are briefly described in the next section.
ROC analysis
As a rule, error rate (or accuracy) considers misclassification of examples equally important. However, in most real-world applications this is an unrealistic scenario since certain types of misclassification are likely to be more serious than others. Unfortunately, misclassification costs are often difficult to estimate. Moreover, when prior class probabilities are very different, the use of error rate or accuracy might lead to misleading conclusions, since there is a strong bias to favour the majority class. For instance, it is straightforward to create a classifier having an error rate of 1% (or 99% of accuracy) in a domain where the majority class holds 99% of the examples, by simply forecasting every new example as belonging to the majority class. Another point that should be considered when studying the effect of class distribution on learning systems is that misclassification costs and class distribution may not be static.
In scenarios where the target class priors and/or misclassification costs are unknown or are likely to change, the use of error rate as a basic performance measure may lead to misleading conclusions. This is due to the fact that the error rate strongly depends on class distribution and misclassification costs. Furthermore, the use of the error rate in such conditions does not allow the direct comparison/evaluation of how learning algorithms would perform in different scenarios. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis [14] provides a way of assessing a classifier performance independently of misclassification costs or changes in the class distribution. ROC based methods provide a fundamental tool for analyzing and assessing classifiers performance in imprecise environments. The basic idea is to decouple relative error rate (percentage of false positives or false positive rate -fpr) from hit rate (percentage of true positives or true positive rate -tpr) by using each of them as axis in a bi-dimensional space. Thus, in ROC analysis a classifier is represented by a pair of values instead of a single error rate value. Furthermore, spreading the classifier criterion over all possible trades off of hits and errors, a curve that works as an index that reflects the subjective probabilities and utilities that determine all possible criteria is obtained.
For instance, consider a classifier that provides the probabilities of an example belonging to each class, such as the Naive Bayes classifier [15] , we can use these probabilities as a threshold parameter biasing the final class selection. Then, for each threshold, we plot the percentage of hits against the percentage of errors. The result is a bowed curve, rising from the lower left corner (0,0), where both percentages are zero, to the upper right corner (1,1), where both percentages are 100%. The more sharply the curve bends, the greater the ability of coping with different class proportions and misclassification costs, since the number of hits relative to the number of false alarms is higher. By doing so, it is possible to consider what might happen if a particular score is selected as a classification threshold, allowing selecting the most suitable threshold given a specific situation.
In situations where neither the target cost distribution nor the class distribution are known, an alternative metric to compare models through ROC analysis is the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The AUC represents the probability that a randomly chosen positive example will be rated higher than a negative one [16] , and in this sense it is equivalent to the Wilcoxon test of ranks. However, it should be kept in mind that given a specific target condition, the classifier with the maximum AUC may not be the classifier with the lowest error rate.
Rule Selecting Methods Based on ROC
This section describes the two algorithms to select rules considered in this work. Both of them select rules aiming to maximise the overall AUC. We start by describing GARSS, our proposed algorithm. Afterwards, we briefly describe ROCCER, which uses the ROC convex hull to select the best subset of rules.
GARSS
The proposed Genetic Algorithm for Rule Subset Selection -GARSS -is a rule selection algorithm that uses genetic algorithms to select rules aiming to maximize the AUC metric. Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on natural selection and natural genetics [17] . They consist of successive sets of potential solutions (population), encoded as a sequence of bits or numbers (chromosomes), which are generated by applying a set of transformations (the most used ones are the genetic operations crossover and mutation), and by evaluating the quality (fitness) of the chromosomes as solutions to the particular problem.
In this work we use a rule database composed by all rules generated by the Apriori algorithm [18] . A primary key composed by a positive integer is associated to each rule in the database. Therefore, each rule can be accessed independently by its key. An array of keys (integers) is used to represent a chromosome, i.e. a rule set to be interpreted as a classifier (potential solution). In our implementation, the initial population is randomly composed by 30 chromosomes of 30 elements (rules) each. The evaluation function used is the AUC metric. The selection method is the fitness-proportionate selection, in which the number of times a chromosome is expected to reproduce is proportional to its fitness. A two-point crossover operator was applied with probability 0.6. In a two-point crossover, two parent chromosomes are selected from the population and two (potentially different) positions are randomly chosen. Each position is used to separate a parent chromosomes in two parts, and these parts are exchanged to generate two offsprings. With a two-point crossover, the offsprings are likely to have different sizes (number of rules) if compared with the parent chromosomes. Therefore, GARSS can converge to rule sets of different sizes than those stipulated in the initial population. The mutation operator alters randomly selected positions of chromosomes, i.e., this operator exchanges a random selected rule by other rule. Mutation was applied with a probability of 0.10. Mutation and cross-over probabilities were chosen based on our previous experience with genetic algorithms [19] . Finally, an elitist method of population replacement was used. According to this method, the best chromosome from each population is preserved by copying it to the next generation.
ROCCER
Roughly speaking, a ROC graph is a plot of the fraction of positive examples misclassified -false positive rate (fpr) -on the x axis against the fraction of positive examples correctly classified -true positive rate (tpr) -on the y axis. It is possible to plot either a single rule, a classifier (composed by a rule set, or not) or even a partial classifier (composed by a subset of a rule set, for instance) in a ROC graph.
In [20] it is shown that rule learning using a set covering approach can be seen as tracing a curve in the ROC space. To see why, assume we have an empty rule list, represented by the point (0, 0) in the ROC space. Adding a new rule R j to the rule list implies a shift to the point (fpr j , tpr j ), where fpr j and tpr j is the tpr and fpr of the partial rule list (interpreted as a decision list) containing all rules already learnt including R j . A curve can be traced by plotting all partial rule lists (fpr j , tpr j ), for j varying from 0 to the total number n of rules in the final rule list in the order they are learnt. A final default rule that always predicts the positive class can be added at the end, connecting the point (fpr n , tpr n ) to the point (1, 1) .
ROCCER [1] is a rule selection algorithm based on the ROC graph. Rules come from an external larger set of rules and the algorithm performs a selection step based on the current convex hull in the ROC graph. This approach is motivated by the observation that optimum classifiers under different misclassification costs lie on the upper convex hull in the ROC space [21] . The basic idea is to only insert a rule in the rule list if the insertion of that rule leads to a point outside the current ROC convex hull (the current ROC convex hull is the upper convex hull of the rules that are already in the rule list). Otherwise the rule is discarded.
Results
In order to empirically evaluate GARSS and ROCCER, we carried out an experimental evaluation using four data sets from UCI [22] . We only used data sets without missing values as Apriori cannot handle them. Table 1 summarizes the data sets used in this study. For each data set, it shows the data set name, number of attributes (#Attrs), number of examples (#Examples), and percentage of examples in the majority class. Although both algorithms (GARSS and ROCCER) can handle more than two classes, we restricted our experiments to two-class problems in order to calculate AUC values. For data sets having more than two classes, we chose the class with fewer examples as the positive class, and collapsed the remainder classes as the negative class. In the experiments, the AUC values were estimated using stratified 10-fold crossvalidation. The experiments were paired, i.e., all inducers were given the same training and test sets. Altogether, four algorithms were compared: GARSS and ROCCER (described in Section 4); C4.5 [2] a well-known divide-and-conquer learning system (used as a first basis to compare the results); and All that is a classifier composed by all class association rules generated by Apriori (used as a second basis to compare the results). Our main objectives are to create a classifier that has a similar or better classification performance than C4.5 and that have a rule set with much fewer rules than All.
The Apriori implementation of [23] was used to generate class association rules. Parameters were set to 50% of confidence and 1/3 of the percentage of minority class as support. The performance results are presented in Table 2 . Results reported are the mean AUC values averaged over the 10 test sets and their respective standard deviations in brackets. In general, GARSS and ROCCER present a classification performance that is similar or better than C4.5. For all data sets except Heart, GARSS and ROCCER present average AUC values that are greater than the average values obtained by C4.5. Only for the Heart data set, GARSS presents an average AUC value that is smaller than the one for C4.5. The average AUC values obtained over all data sets (last line in Table 2) show that ROCCER has an average performance slightly better than GARSS, and both methods performed better than C4.5. In addition, the classifier composed by all class association rules generated by Apriori performs very well. However, these classifiers are usually composed by a large number of rules that might hinder classifier comprehensibility. Table 3 presents the average number of induced rules for each algorithm. As stated before, classifiers such as the one created by All, which are composed by all class association rules present large rule sets. Observe that for German and Heart data sets, the average number of rules is even greater than the number of examples. On the other hand, GARSS and ROCCER considerably reduced the number of rules in the constructed classifiers. For GARSS, the average number of rules for Breast, Bupa, German and Heart data sets represents 9.16%, 20,87%, 1.21% and 2.34% of all generated rules for each data set, respectively. For ROCCER, they represent 9.64%, 1.33%, 0.82% and 3.64% of all generated rules for each data set, respectively. Although the average number of rules has a high variation for each data set, comparing the mean number of rules for all data sets (last line in Table 3 , ROCCER and C4.5 show similar results, while GARSS has constructed rule sets that are a little larger.
The best results for GARSS is for the German dataset, where the classifier constructed by the selected rules presents the highest AUC value, along with a rule set with a size slightly larger than ROCCER and of about one half the size of the classifier induced by C4.5. The best result for ROCCER was in the Bupa data set, with an AUC similar to the AUC values using all rules although only with 4 rules in the rule set. The best result for the classifier constructed with all rules is for the Heart dataset. In this dataset, using all class association rules the results present an AUC of 90.72%, about 5% higher than the other algorithms. However, this classifier is composed by more than 1800 rules, a number about 7 times larger than the number of examples.
In general, GARSS and ROCCER provided average AUC values that are similar or better than C4.5. Comparing with all class association rules, the average AUC results are similar for the data sets Breast, Bupa and German, although lower for Heart. On the other hand, GARSS and ROCCER provided a significant reduction in the average number of rules, thus improving the comprehensibility of the final rule sets.
Conclusion
This work describes GARSS, a novel algorithm to select rules. GARSS uses a genetic algorithm and selects rules aiming to maximize the area under the ROC curve (AUC). We compared the results obtained by GARSS with a recently proposed algorithm, ROC-CER, with C4.5 and with the classifier composed by all class association rules generated by Apriori. The results are promising, since GARSS and ROCCER showed a classification performance (in AUC) similar or better than C4.5. In addition, GARSS and ROC-CER were able to create rule sets considerably smaller than the associative classifier with all class association rules, still maintaining similar classification performance in three of the four data sets used in the experiments.
As GARSS and ROCCER are post-processing algorithms, they are not limited to associative classifiers. An interesting approach for future research is to use GARSS and ROCCER as a pruning method, where instead of feeding them with class association rules, we use as input other symbolic classifiers (such as the tree induced by C4.5). Another insteresting research direction is to evaluate the performance of GARSS and ROCCER as methods for combining rules from different classifiers.
